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ABSTRACT

This thesis focuses on the city of Mumbai, and evolves the notion of
how "critical adjacency" has been instrumental in guiding the city's
urban transformations into modernity.

Presently, Mumbai experiences some of the highest densities and
land value Levels in the world, and the city still continues to grow.
New development in the city often involves the displacement of slum
dwellers to the periphery of the city, or further diffuses them into
obscure interstices of the urban fabric. This thesis takes an ethical
stance which calls for the reincorporation of these "slum publics"
back into the fold of the central city by experimenting with manipu-
Lations of adjacency and grain at the urban and architectural scale.
The expectation of the thesis is that through tactical collisions of
multiple socio-economic publics, new commercial development
can serve both top down and bottom up modes of modernization.
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Introduction This thesis studies the urban condition of Mumbai and seeks

to speculate on forms for its future development given both

the sea change in India's economic outlook, as well as fac-

tors that have influenced city-making in the Indian post-

colonial context. The topological locus of the study is the

bazaar, specifically, how the bazaar manifests the concept

of "critical adjacency" within the urban grain of Mumbai

(Lynch). If the bazaar was the spatial manifestation of the

discursive relationship between Mumbai's socioeconomic

publics, what Lessons can be learned that might assist in

the formation of a new urban project that takes these criti-

cal adjacencies into account? Can the tactical collision of

multiple social publics spark new perceptions regarding

methods of both top down and bottom up modernization?

The thesis speculates on the potential development future

of Mumbai's Eastern Waterfront, a section of land totalling

greater than 1000 hectares, spanning almost the entirety

of the peninsula's length, and currently the site a variety of

industrial uses, storage facilities, infrastructural corridors,

and squatter settlements. Given the current geographical

constraints and populations densities of the city, this land

holds tremendous value in the future development of the

city, and would be the prime target of private development.

The thesis challenges the growing tide of "enclavism" ap-

parent in new private development in Mumbai, and instead

presents ways in which an understanding of "graining" at

the urban and architectural scale can create new hybrid

environments which incorporate multiple socio-economic

publics into its fold. The expectation is that these projects

will engage the socio-economic complexity of Mumbai's ur-
ban melange, and create ways for re-incorporation to spark
socio-economic transition.



In the first section of the thesis, I will posit different ex-

amples of how Mumbai's development has demonstrated a

specific culture of urbanization which exploits existing eco-

nomic and urban artifacts to turn them into specific sites of

local intervention. Juxtaposing these city specific patterns

with architectural precedents outside of Mumbai's context,
I will suggest the formation of a "third term" between ex-

amples, framing the bazaar as a fruitful typological result of

this pattern of spatial practice, as well as a potential vessel

for the expansion of its functional scope.

This then will be carried through in the second section of the

write up, as the departure point for the formation of a new

public urban agenda which "solidifies ['Mumbaism'] into an

explicit doctrine and negotiates the transition from its un-

conscious architectural production to a conscious phase."

My thesis will speculate upon a project that would utilize

this new agenda to answer potential repercussions of its

absence from current practices of urban development in

Mumbai. Through this method of speculation, the ideal is

to both formulate a working spatial agenda for Mumbai's

developing global identity as well as critique its disassocia-

tion of contextual reflexivity from the domain of the "grand

vision."







Spatial Practice

Globalism and the Modern
Asian City

1. Jameson, Fredric. Postmodernism, or the
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. Durham: Duke
University Press, 19921]).

2. The first Master's Degree in Urban Design was
founded at Harvard in 1960.

3. Arjun Appadurai describes in his text Moder-
nity At Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globaliza-
tion that the two major factors that have char-
acterized the advent of globalization theory, and
which have concurrently undermined the foun-
dations of the nation state, have been the due to
the combined effects of media and migration.

"Inverted Milltenarianism, which has come to characterize
our time, where all anticipations of the future have been re-
placed by a sense of the end of various social imaginaries."
- Fredric Jameson'

In roughly the last ten years, a variety of fields have taken
a heightened interest in "the City" and the cultural, techno-
Logical, and economic phenomena that have surrounded it.
While the field of urban studies is almost fifty years old2 this
recent fervor in "the City" has coincided with a concurrent
interest in the processes of Globalization. White Globaliza-
tion is by no means new (colonial expansion during the Age
of Discovery itself being a form of proto-Globalization) some
have suggested that the root of the present interest in the
subject of globalization has been due to both the relative
speed at which new mass media and communications tech-
nologies have proliferated, and the global "diasporas" char-
acteristic of the increased migration patterns experienced
during the last 50 years.3 The combination of these two
factors has achieved a seeming collapsing of culture, space,
and consumption. These same technological and societal
advances which have benefited the "First World" have also
allowed for the emergence of global economic powers from
previously regarded "Third World" regions. China, India,
and various regions of the Middle East have all attempted to
refresh their roles in the new global economic network, and
concurrently, have all experienced dramatically increased
patterns of urbanization, - sometimes referred to as ex-
amples of urban "leapfrogging."' With larger populations
drawn to these cities, the gap between those with access to
the fruits of this new economic activity and those without
is steadily increasing. The question of how to resolve this
access gap while still providing for the basic infrastructural
and energy needs of steadily growing populations have been



a central topic of discussion for urban designers, policy

makers, and architects. The list of "transitioning" global

cities, for which leapfrogging has been characteristic in-

cludes the likes of Shanghai, Beijing, Dubai, Muscat, Abu

Dhabi, and others. In India, the cities confronting a similar

scenario include Bangalore, Kolkata, Delhi, and Mumbai.

Mumbai stands out, however, as not only the largest Indian

city (with a gross estimated population of almost 16 million),

but as arguably India's center of culture (the home of Bolly-

wood, the largest film industry in the world). In India's new

"technical service" economy based upon the opportunities

created by telecommunications, the city boasts the largest

number of outsourced call centers in the country5, part of

the reason why Mumbai is also the financial center of India.

Mumbai is set to carry the standard of globalized develop-

ment in India and in many ways holds the weight of nation-

alistic desires towards projected images of societal welfare

and technological progress.

4. J.P Singh elaborates on the "Leapfrogging
Thesis" - "The phrase 'leapfrogging develop-
ment' reflects the belief, especially in the 1980,
among policymakers and theoreticians that
information technologies, especially telecom-
munications, can help developing countries ac-
celerate their pace of development or telescope
the stages of growth. This results from the
modernization and expansion of telecommuni-
cations infrastructures in developing countries.
The infrastructure, in turn, feeds into demand
for telecommunications services by other sec-
tors of the economy. The telecommunications
literature uses the word 'leapfrogging' in three
ways, the first is meant to imply that telecom-
munications can help developing countries skip
over the stages of development and become
members of a post-industrial society. Second,
leapfrogging is used in an engine of growth'
sense to mean that telecommunications can
help developing countries accelerate their pace
of development. Finally, leapfrogging is used in
a technical sense to signify skipping over the
technological frontier or product cycle."

5. Of the world's top 100 Call Center Companies,
15 % are based in Mumbai. Second on the list is
Bangalore, with 12%. [Source taken from http://
www.asuku.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=4073]

fig 1-1.1
infrastructure's propaganda is a common sight
in Mumbai.



6. Mumbai was founded by Portuguese settlers
in the early 17th century, prior to which it was
a small fishing village mostly deemed unsettle-
able due to the marshy flooded land.. From
these beginnings it became a vital trading port
to the East under the control of the East India
Trading Company, and boasted a diverse popula-
tion which included English military, Portuguese
traders, Catholic missionaries, Parsi and Jewish
merchants, Marathi tradesmen, etc.

7. Sundaram, Ravi. "Beyond the Nationalist
Panopticaon: the Experience of Cyberpublics in
India." (2]

8. "To put it simply, architects and planners
often do not recognize that he people tey are
seeking to address have very complicated as-
pirational maps, in which spatial issues play a
part. The issue is not to cut straight through to
get the quickest road from the designer's head
or mandate or professional context to delivering
the house, the road, the shopping mall, the train
station, but to figure out where those elements
might actually fit more fruitfully into strengthen-
ing what I call 'the capacity to aspire."' -taken
from Appadurai, Arjun. "The Illusion of Perma-
nence" Perspecta 34, The MIT Press: Cambridge,
June 2003 (p52).

Mumbai has since its inception been a global space. How-

ever, given the advances the city has made in the past 20

years with regard to the emergence of the high tech service

industry and its newfound position within the global mar-

ket, it is in a position to review its identity and shape future

models of development. As a method to ground its vision

for a new global Mumbai, the city has often taken Shanghai

as an example of urban development; however many critical

voices have questioned this as a suitable strategy. Concur-

rently, it has been the pattern of many cities in South Asia

to occupy "marginalized" positions within the global econ-

omy as sources of cheap labor and production, essentially

reifying their colonial status. In either case, for the com-

mon citizen of these transitioning cities, the "great prom-

ises de Bonheur of nationalism have failed to materialize."7

Instead, caught in their nation's accelerated will towards

modernity, they occupy a transitional space between their

national past and the new global future. Set to begin such

a process, Mumbai, has an opportunity to embrace the in-

ternal unique patterns that have, since its origins, been a
part of the development of the city. An analysis of not only

the urban development of Mumbai, but of the societal and
cultural mechanisms that have adopted the influx of imag-

es, customs, and technologies unique to the post-colonial

context of the city reveals potential points of departure for
conceiving of new urban realities to take place, ones that re-
gards progress as an opportunity towards sustaining equity.
Arjun Appadurai states, regarding his essay, "The Produc-
tion of Locality," that in addition to those basic infrastruc-
tural needs which the poor do not have equitable access
to, the understanding of the desires and aspirations of the
urban poor are equally marginalized.8  This perhaps ac-
counts for the failure of many housing projects which have



attempted to relocate the urban poor from slums such as

Dharavi (the largest urban slum in the world) despite the

provision of better living conditions and improved access to

water and toilets. Mumbai has always been a hybrid city

- having evolved specific trends of spatial practice that

have come to define the urban life characteristic of the city.

These spatial practices, for the most part, serve to mitigate

the gap between societal equity and technological progress.

In a sense, they are the result of endemic cultural and post-

colonial habits reacting to global markets - Appadurai's so-

cial imaginaries taken form. As a result, the primary pat-

tern of spatial practice that has arisen from this intersection

has been a system of "structured informality" between the

various informal and formal agents within the city. While

this might seem to be a common trait in many transitioning

global cities (impromptu marketplaces underneath over-

passes in Beijing are one set of examples] 9 what is unique

to Mumbai is that this pattern has been entrenched in the

development of the city since its colonial origins and has

been a constant factor in both its societal and urban devel-

opment, thus making its exploration in the context of con-

temporary Mumbai of particular interest. Conversely, this

is not to say that principles or observations derived from an

analysis of Mumbai's urban phenomena cannot find appli-

cation in other locales, but rather, given an understanding

of what forces are particular to a place, it means to outline

what global stratagems can be employed to situate these

local bindings. An analysis of Mumbai, and speculation on

the projects that such an analysis can inform, may provide a

meta-narrative that can supplement globalized urban prac-

tice in transitioning contexts.

Counter to this thesis, however, is the current pattern of

urban redevelopment taking place in Mumbai. Private de-

9. Hou Hanru coined the term "Post-Planning"
as a description of these subversions of urban
structure.



10. More often than not, the homes of the ur-
ban poor are also the sites of production for
Mumbai's informal economy, which currently
comprises more than 82% of Mumbai's entire
service sector. This is also a contributing factor
to the many failed public housing projects that
have not been able to account for this.

velopment, eager to jump on investment opportunities and

development rights, manages to control the zoning and FSI

standards of developable Land, often through surreptitious

means. This control over land policy prevents NGO's and

other non-profit and public agencies from moving on what

little Land there is to develop. This has led to large develop-

ments that have displaced thousands of workers, and with

them the informal economic and infrastructural networks

they had cultivated, to make way for private residential en-

claves with very Little consciousness towards the public

realm. While on the surface, these new developments may

showcase Mumbai's new wealth and prosperity, they do so

at the cost of economic networks that have sustained the city

despite its overwhelming "access gap," compounding the

problems of societal "Leapfrogging." For example, that pub-

Lic housing has inscribed within it inherent economic value10

and has yet to be addressed in policy guidelines regarding

new Land "improvement" is but one example of the failure

of recent development schemes to critically address the

potentials inherent within a transitioning society. Instead,

by uprooting and displacing informal economies from their

spaces of production, much of the new speculative develop-

ment in Mumbai has added to the social tensions between

inhabitants of these spheres, and has displayed a clear Lack

of understanding of the essential role these informal net-

works play in both the economic and social Life of the city.

In order to speculates on potential responses to the ques-

tion of Mumbai's formation of its burgeoning global identity,

and to analyze the potential of "structured informality" as

a departure point of a new urban project within the city, an

introduction to the urban development of Mumbai, as well

as contemporary examples of spatial practice within the city
would be beneficial.



Mumbai existed originally as seven islands. The develop- A Brief History of
ment of these islands into what is now India's largest city Mumbai's Urban
truly began when, the East India Trading Company gained Development

control of the islands by Leasing them from the British crown

for a sum of 10 pound-sterling per year, after they had been

handed over to the British from the Portuguese.

1661 - 1803: A Trade Outpost

Mumbai would not have existed as anything more than an

agrarian marshland if not for the invested efforts of the East

India Trading Company. The EITC had already established

a factory trading station in the northern MughaL port of Su-

rat, but because of constraints subjected upon the company

from local authorities as well as competition from other Eu-

ropean merchant companies, the EITC was attracted to the

insularity afforded by potential operation out of what was

then known as Bombay. In this way, Bombay's role was to

serve as a trading post as well as a naval base. The natu-

rally deep harbor facing the mainland served as a safe an-

chorage point though the monsoon seasons. In 1684, the

East India Company transferred their western headquarters

to Bombay from Surat. By the mid 17th century, concur-

rent with declining trade activity in Surat, Bombay's position

and importance grew in Leaps and bounds, and soon was re-

garded as the chief international port on the western coast

of India.

In settling Bombay, the British reclaimed the old Manor

house of Garcia da Orta (a doctor, and one of the first Por-

tuguese settlers of the islands), and renaming it Bombay

Castle, began the foundations of what would soon become

Bombay Fort. In an effort to lure settlers, the British crown



11. Dwivedi Sharada and Mehrotra, RahuL Bom-
bay: The Cities Within. India Book House Pvt
Ltd: Mumbai, 1995

ensured that all those born win Bombay's limits would gain

British citizenship. It is important to note the development

of the British foothold in Bombay was not born out of a mo-

tive of conquest, but of promoting trade and commerce. In

service to these motives, the British were compelled to offer

incentives to local merchants to settle in the fledgling town,

offering what seemed to be a joint stake in a ventured devel-

opment. This hybrid condition would come to typify the cos-

mopolitan nature of the city, and the informal relationships

built out of economic needs, rather than imperial mandates.

Because the British never envisioned that Bombay would

become a city of considerable size, no active planning mea-

sures were undertaken as they had been in cities such as

Calcutta and Madras.

The appointment of Gerald Aungier in 1672 as the Governor

of Bombay (and Surat] marked the beginnings of a concert-

ed effort of development in Bombay. A general town plan

was laid out in the vicinity of Bombay Castle, which included

the establishment of a Mint, printing press, as well as ad-

ministrative and warehousing facilities. Fortifications were

improved and the suggestion to create a walled town en-

closed from Dongri point to the north to Mendham's Point

to the south was implemented by Bombay's second gover-

nor Charles Boone in 1715. The arrival of Boone marked

a stage of accelerated development of Bombay, marked

by the first of many reclamation projects, in the form of a

temporary reclamation of the Great Breach at Mahalaxmi

Point to join Bombay Island with Worli Island to the North.

The development of Bombay's maritime trade industry was

paramount, and to that end, Lowjee Nasarwanjee - a Par-

si master builder - was brought to Bombay from Surat in

173511 to oversee the modernization of Bombay's shipyard.

The following year the Bombay Lower, Middle, and Upper



docks were completed under Nasarwanjee's management,
and were later expanded in 1767. Growth within the Fort

walls began to take place during this time, with the three

main city gates - Apollo (south), Church (west) and Bazaar

(north) - organizing the orientation of streets within the fort.

Settlement within the Fort polarized into voluntary segrega-

tion between native Indian and foreign British settlers. The

east-west line of Church Gate Street became the boundary

between these two enclaves, later to be formalized in 1772

by Bombay's third governor, William Hornby. Steady devel-

opment, both commercial and residential, within the Fort

walls prompted the formation of the "Special Committee on

Encroachments" in 1787. After an analysis of building de-

velopment patterns, the committee put forth what became

to be the first semblances of town planning guidelines the

city had seen since its inception. The guidelines included:

1. The widening of principal streets to 50 feet

2. Widening cross streets to 25 feet

3. Widening all lanes, alleys, and gullies to 15 feet.

4. The prohibition of any native dweller's house being taller

than 32 feet from its eaves line

5. The required removal of all projections onto the street

The committee's rulings were mainly aimed at curtailing the

ad hoc development of the Indian portions of town, and of

maintaining proper street and alleyway addresses. These

areas were primarily mixed use, as merchants routinely

lived above their stores - a practice that still continues to-

day, as most sites of inhabitation are commonly sites of eco-

nomic production as well.

The development within the Fort continued to flourish, as

merchants and other migrants flocked to Bombay with



12. Dwivedi Sharada and Mehrotra, Rahut. Bom-
bay: The Cities Within. India Book House Pvt
Ltd: Mumbai, 1995

the hope of benefiting from the town's important standing

as a trade outpost. Populations continued to grow within

the walls until 1803, when a fire broke out in the congested

Bazaargate District. After the damage was assessed, new-

comers and native settlers alike were encouraged to relo-

cate to positions outside of the Fort, which were sparsely

populated. The resulting migration marked the beginnings

of the development of Native Town, which would become the

heart of Mumbai and its densest area.

In 1813, the East India Company lost its monopolistic hold

over commerce in Bombay, which signaled an influx of vari-

ous merchant interests as well as an increased range of

markets into the economy. This increased Bombay's stand-

ing as a center for commerce and increased population in-

fluxes into the area. Responding to the intensified need for

build-able land, the British authorities began a massive rec-

lamation project in 1817, known as Hornby Vellard, which

was completed in 1845. This project made merged the sev-

en separate islands that now comprise Mumbai, increasing

the effective area to over 438 square kilometers.

In 1819, Mountstuart ELphinstone was appointed the Gover-

nor of Bombay. His appointment signaled dynamic changes

in the urban framework of the city and its evolution. An in-

creased initiative for building was put forth, as several key

construction projects were either commenced or completed

within a few years of his control. Of these projects, the con-

struction of the Colaba Causeway in 1838 played a major

role, as safe passage to South Colaba Island was now pos-

siblel2. Colaba Island was the former site of the military

cantonment, but with the construction of the causeway, it

became populated by wealthy British settlers urgent to get

away from the congestion and density of the Fort. Bungalow



suburbs soon started to sprout up in Colaba, as the hunting

and recreational amenities available to settlers became at-

tractive incentives to relocation.

The incorporation of the Great Indian Peninsula and East In-

dian Railway Companies in 1849 marked the beginnings of a

major step in the development of Mumbai: the construction

of its railway infrastructure. In 1853, the first passenger line

rail was completed, connecting Bombay to the northern city

of Thane. John Lord Elphinstone, the governor of Mumbai

succeeding Elphinstone, called for the demolition of the Fort

walls, as the threat of invasion seemed to have been obso-

Lete. Demolition began in 1855 with the partial destruction

of the Apollo Gate, but Elphinstone's plan was not to be fully

realized until the Later appointment of Sir Bartle Frere in

1862. Most significant, however, was the outbreak of the

American Civil War in 1861, which effectively cut off Eng-

Land's chief supply of cotton. This was to be the foundation

of Bombay's first major position within the global economy,
a role it would enjoy till the late 1980s and the closing of

Mumbai's prodigious cotton industry.

As growth continued at a newly rejuvenated pace, the need

for expansion and "breathing room" within the fort prompt-

ed a serious effort to implement the previous plans of Lord

ELphinstone, and between 1862 and 1867, the Fort walls

were destroyed. The trenches outside the walls were filled

and new roads were Laid out connecting the fledgling Na-

tive Town and outlying English suburbs in Malabar Hill with

the former Fort area. This move was a major milestone in

the city's evolution, as it allowed a new opportunity for the

restructuring of the city's core.

1867 - 1898: Outside the Walls



After the demolition of the Fort walls, the planned devel-

opment of the former esplanade area began. The project

was divided into two main concerns: the improvement of

the Bombay Green (within the Fort,) and more important-

ly, the development of the large open clearing outside the

walls known as the esplanade. For this project, the archi-

tect James Trubshawe, proposed a plan that laid out wide

roadways, maintained open spaces, and included generous

building plots to the west side of Hornby Road and along

the western edge of what became the Oval Maidan. The

Esplanade was split into four distinct segments, - the Oval

Maidan, Azad Maidan, and smaller Cooperage and Cross

Maidans. The maidans remain to date the most successful

public open spaces in the city. The rarity of open space of

any sort in modern day Mumbai further highlights their sig-

nificance. The development of stately civic and institutional

buildings on the eastern edge of the Oval Maidan aided in

the transformation of the image of Bombay from a port sta-

tion to a truly metropolitan city. These buildings included

the Bombay University complex, with its Library and Convo-

cation hall, the BB&CI Railway Offices, Elphinstone College,

and the Bombay High Court Building.

This urban redevelopment, however, was a contrived and ul-

timately illusory face to the conditions north of the city core.

Increased populations in what was now referred to as "Na-

tive Town" were not met with a commensurately increased

provision of basic infrastructural services. Congestion and

sanitation were the worst two aspects of the crowded areas,

which led to an outbreak of bubonic plague in 1896. The

high densities of the areas affected led to a pandemic which
devastated nearly one half of Bombay's population. The
death toll in 1896 was on average, 1,900 people per week.
This outbreak prompted a flight of residents to secluded



places such as Cumballa and Malabar Hill, and prompted

many more to leave Bombay completely. The deplorable

Living conditions of the majority of residents in Native town

centered on the proliferation of the chawl residential build-

ing type. These buildings typically held 300-400 cramped

residential cells, each cell typically housing anywhere from

5 to 10 people. In order to tackle this new major problem,
the Bombay City Improvement Trust was created in 1898 to

improve the city's physical state.

1898 - 1947: Improvements

Facing the serious task of improving the built condition of

Bombay in response to the epidemic of bubonic plague, the

Bombay Improvement Trust set forth first address the is-

sue faced by many of Bombay's working class - marginal

and unsanitary housing accommodations. The first of these

schemes took place in the Nagpada neighborhood. The re-

structuring of the district involved widening roads and the

provision of improved housing facilities. The new density

of the development was Limited to no more than 500 peo-

ple per acre, implemented in a low-rise manner. Buildings

were sited far apart from each other around a central quad-

rangle, which made feasible the possibility of natural venti-

lation through each unit.

On a more visible scale, the second task of the Improvement

Trust was to address road congestion in order to create av-

enues for ventilation of the entire city. The first of these

schemes took place on Princess Street, started in 1901 and

completed in 1905. New avenues were opened up, and vis-

tas were created to funnel sea breezes into the dense ar-

eas. The visual aspect of these vistas was also taken into

consideration, attempting to create dramatic streetscapes.

Schemes implemented in the north and south of Sandhurst



Bridge were key to the connection of the city core with Mala-

bar and Cumballa hills. New buildings constructed as a part

of these schemes were stipulated to be consistent with the

desired images of the newly developed Fort district. It was

about at this time that the automobile made its entrance

into Bombay's urban scene. The first car was imported into

Bombay in 1901. Motor taxis were readily available in 1911

and buses began circulation in 1926. This new form of mo-

bility contributed to an increased movement of the wealthy

to the areas of Malabar and Cumballa Hills.

The Trust's third concern was in reclaiming new lands from

the sea in order to create better opportunities for controlled

expansion. One of the most successful schemes it imple-

mented was the reclamation of the western foreshore of Co-

laba Island. The housing stock was commonly Edwardian

Bungalows. This reclamation was later named Cuffe Pa-

rade, and was completed in 1905. This project became the

prototype for intensified reclamation efforts taking place on

the western edges of the city.

As the first order of business in addressing the needs of the

Fort district, the Improvement Trust looked to develop the

area along Hornby Road. The development of this vital axis

served as an example of the success of the Improvement

Trust's efforts in not only contributing to the overall health

and sanitation of the built urban environment, but also in

ways that improved the overall city form. Working simulta-

neously to the Bombay Improvement Trust was the Bombay

Port Trust, which aimed to specifically address the eastern

foreshores of the city. The primary contribution of this orga-

nization was the reclamation and commensurate improve-

ments made on the land, contributing available space to

Bombay and molding its current geographic form.



One of the first of these reclamation projects was the Apollo

Reclamation which took place on the western shore of Co-

Laba Island. Following the example set by the Improvement

Trust, the new lands looked to combine high-end residential

districts with commercial strips of program, utilizing archi-

tectural uniformity and device usage (i.e. arcades) to create

positive urban spaces. One of the more prominently suc-

cessful components of this scheme was Colaba Causeway.

The most valuable of the Port Trust's properties was that

of Ballard Estate. Ballard Estate was the first intentionally

planned areas in the city. The overseeing architect on the

project was George Wittet, and between 1908 and 1914, over

22 acres of land was laid out with wide roadways with vista

providing orientations. 43 blocks of office buildings were

developed in a "European Renaissance Spirit," and a unifor-

mity of architectural style and building height was intention-

ally maintained, keeping with the greater Fort Development

schemes. By 1923, the estate was fully developed, and con-

tinues to be a center of business and commercial interest.

A third party involved in the massive development of Bombay

was the Development Directorate. This party unfortunately

proved to be a massive failure. The major scheme undertake

by this group was the Back Bay reclamation scheme. The

project, posed in 1917, aimed to reclaim over 1,500 acres of

land from the sea on Bombay western foreshore, intending

to provide a stately waterfront address that would commu-

nicate the improving status of the city. In 1921, the consult-

ing Town Planner W.R. Davidge proposed a scheme for the

Back Bay project, which provided wide spaces, recreational

grounds, gardens, civic drives and buildings, and mixed use

commercial/residential areas. An important aspect of the



13. Escobar, Arturo. Encountering Development:
The making and Unmaking of the Third World
1945-1992. Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1994.

proposal was the provision for an "Ocean Way" along the
new western shore - a promenade spanning five miles in
length that accommodated both automobiles as well as pe-
destrian and bicycle traffic. However, due to the depres-
sion of the late 1920's, the project's scope was reduced from

1,145 acres to 552 acres. Slow progress, escalating bud-
gets, poor construction and planning practices, as well as
miscalculations in both material quantities as well as bud-
geting reduced the project to only four of the proposed eight
blocks, two at its northern extremity at Churchgate and two

at its southern end near Colaba. The follies of the Back Bay

development scheme came to foreshadow the coming trend

of development Mumbai would experience in the years to

come.

1947 - Present: Symbols of the New Nation

The period directly following India's independence in 1947

marked an obvious turning point in the "Project" of devel-

opment for the nation. For the first time, development was

reflexive and ideologically purposive, as India was eager to

establish its identity as a "Modern" nation, and reform any
backwater connotation its name might have had in the eyes
of the international community. As a result, development

was an inherent nationalist exercise, and as such became

an implicit instrument of state policy. This attitude was not

unique to India at the time, as both in America as well as

the Soviet Union, "development" as a necessary process

to Modernity was heavily a heavily propagandized credo.13

This progress-minded attitude privileged the Urban as the

primary site of Modernity, and was championed by the In-

dian Congress party, headed by India's first Prime Minister,
Jawaharlal Nehru. However, this was in direct conflict with
the classic Gandhian social position which was decidedly

anti-urban, championing instead the "reassertion of place"



as a site of "genuine experience and action.""1 Gandhi rou-

tinely evoked the template of the village as the model which

truly represented the desired Indian condition, as well as the

optimum site for anti-colonial politics. Ravi Sundaram de-

scribes this transitioning period, and the ideological conflict

which stemmed from the political contradiction between the

political head of the state (Nehru] and the "Father of the Na-

tion" (Gandhi):

"The post-colonial period after 1947 saw a significant recon-

stitution of nationalism under the leadership of Jawaharlal

Nehru, the first Prime Minister. The new turn consisted in

affirming the need for an accelerated transition to moder-

nity through the building of the rational institutions of state

order, which would functionally re-organize national space

for the purposes of accumulation and industrialization. In

the event, the Gandhian cultural constellation was seen as

dysfunctional for the needs of rational accumulation and

state administration. What emerged is what Lefebvre has

called the construction of an 'abstract space' - not acces-

sible through ordinary experience, and the preserve of pur-

posive-rational modernizers ... Gandhi's discourse ... was in

contrast to the abstract temporal cartography of colonialism

which held out the developmental possibility of the railway

imaginary as a means to overcome the 'village society.'" 5

In light of the inherent meaning inscribed in the undertaking

of specific urban projects, each of the two camps described

above adopted their own ideal forms as symbolic of their

ideological position. In the period directly following inde-

pendence, the Congress party desired (mirroring the opin-

ion of much of the Indian societal elitel to shed the image

of the village condition, which was seen as at best, ambiva-

Lent towards the project of Modernity. By contrast, those

14. Nandy, Ashis. The Savage Freud. New Delhi:
Oxford, 1995.

15. Sundaram, Ravi. "Beyand the Nationalist
Panopticaon: the Experience of Cyberpublics in
India." (4)

Urban Form and its Intent
in Post-Colonial India



16. Sundaram, Ravi. "Beyand the Nationalist
Panopticaon: the Experience of Cyberpublics in
India." (4)

institutions which were associated with national economics,

as symbols of the new state, inferred no such ambivalence,
and served the dual purpose of legitimizing India's global

perception. As a result, the symbolic formal representa-

tion of the immediate post-colonial political imaginary con-

flated ideals of control and "monumentality" with those of

progress and modernity. A classic example of such a sym-

bol of Nehruvian progress politics was the Dam. A large

infrastructural project, the Dam symbolizes many ideals of

the nationalist ethos, including power over natural forces,
change, self-sustenance, and perhaps most of all, the in-

geniousness of the new national technocracy. Satish Desh-

pande describes:

"The Dam was the "temple of modernity," it evoked the

power of secular labor over nature. It was Nehruvian na-

tionalism's great dream of controlling and disciplining en-

ergy. In newsreels and in print, Indians were exhorted to

'visit' Bhakra Nangal - the first major post-independence

dam site ... the identification of the Dam (along with sites

that produced steel and electricity) as a site of post-inde-

pendence nationalist 'journeys' was based on privileging the

economy' and production as markers of patriotism and na-

tional development."

Given this predilection towards the urban project as a large,

infrastructural undertaking, it is not surprising, then, that

when populations and density levels reached staggering

heights in the 1960s, the solution would be anything less

of monumental. In 1971, a new twin city to Mumbai - Navi

Mumbai - was formed, a project proposed and designed by

the team of Charles Correa, Pravina Mehta, and Shirish Pa-

tel. The scheme created a second city to the east of Mumbai

to promote commuting in an east-west direction instead of



an already stressed north south axis. The Plan also called

for a relocation of the Maharashtra State Government of-

fices, in addition to the Large numbers of new housing that

was made available. 17

The 1980s marked a transitioning period in both the political

environment of the nation, and as a result, the urban envi-

ronment of Mumbai. As the central government's privileg-

ing of the "economic" continued, more and more oppressive

policy was instilled in the name of "Development,"' 8 eventu-

ally leading a public outcry against the Congress Party, and

their subsequent evacuation from office in the late 1970s.

However, the Party regained power in the 1980s under the

Leadership of Rajiv Gandhi, who became Prime Minister in

1984. This new regime attempted to retool the project of

development ensuring that the project was continued, but

was removed from the domain of the national "space." This

required an opening up of India's economic and cultural

borders to the outside world, and commenced the current

period of economic liberalization in India, what is popularly

labeled elsewhere as "globalization." Ravi Sundaram de-

scribes this process:

"In other words the annihilation of space through time would

obtain without the messy political problems that spatiality

and its associated politics produced. What was needed was

a solution that would shift from old-style nationalist poli-

cies, seen by the elite as restricting initiative and growth.

This was resolved by an evacuation of the 'national' space

('globalization'), a process that would accelerate by the late

1980s and early 1990s. Under pressure from the IMF and

the World Bank, the old import substitution regime was

gradually dismantled and controls on domestic industry and

transnational companies lifted. The end-result of all these

17. The move of the Government Administrative
offices failed to occur, however.

18. An example of which were state sponsored
mandatory sterilization drives, aimed primar-
ily at the poor. In 1975, a state of emergency
was declared and all civil and political rights
were suspended until early 1977. The incident
marked the tipping point for the old regime and
its policy.
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moves was a decisive reconstruction of the old nationalist

imaginary in ways that would dissolve it to the point of no
recognition. Development remained an issue, but was re-

constituted as a problem of 'communication."' 19

This marked the beginning of the era of commercializa-

tion, and the growing private development sector in Mum-

bai. Emerging greed and commercialization took hold of

real estate development in the city, and the results were

the infamous reclamations at Nariman Point and Cuffe Pa-

rade during the 1960's and 70's. These two development

schemes, promised to be 80 % residential and 20 % com-

mercial, resulted a cityscape of high rise office towers de-

signed for maximum profit, single use zoning practices, and

a complete disregard for the maintenance of any semblance

of urbanity in the sites they occupied.

Implications of Postcoloniality: The Bazaar & the Production

of Space

To summarize, the colonial urban development of Mumbai

took place through piecemeal, fragmented growth without

a central concept which prescribed the city's urban form or

configuration. Mumbai was in fact never conceived of for-

mally as a city until much later on in its history after sig-

nificant portions had already been built, differing Mumbai's

colonial history from that of other English port cities such as
Chennai or Kolkata. 20 However, Mumbai's colonial develop-
ment did display a phenomenon of "a dual structure that
delineated the separation of the colonizer from the colo-
nized" 21 common to colonial cities both within and outside of
India. In the case of Mumbai, however, due to specific geo-
graphic constraints, as well as the piecemeal development
of the city, these enclaves were joined through networks of



rail and transport infrastructure. After Independence, the

mechanisms of post-colonial development appropriated

these linkages as well as other sites of colonial built form,
and in the process, punctured boundaries between enclaves.

These appropriations have taken multiple forms both posi-

tive and dangerous, such as extensive squatter settlements

alongside rail lines. The urban type which came to be most

associated with these sites of appropriation, however, was

the bazaar. Indeed, the characterization of Mumbai's his-

toric core as "Bazaars in Victorian Arches" is emblematic

of the hybrid condition of Mumbai's post-colonial develop-

ment.

Hybridity, it seems, while relevant to the understanding of

developing modernities, should be treated carefully as a

point of departure for any sort of urban analysis or project.

While architectural theorists such as William Lin and Hou

Hanru have written extensively on the subject of "Post-Plan-

ning,"22 such a celebratory analysis can betray the depth of

the cultural and societal factors that surround such a phe-

nomenon. While Post-Planning tends to extol the marginal,
interstitial, and contested spaces of an urban environment,

the temporary nature of these places carry hold an inherent

uncertainty - creating a tension that hinders, rather than

promotes, progress. Arjun Appadurai addresses this spatial

"anxiety" in discussing his essay "The Production of Local-

ity."

"In places like Bombay - that is, very dense places with

unequal access to spatial resources, volatile politics, and

a growing crisis of governance and civility (in short, a de-

scription of many mega-cities in the poorer countries of the

world ...) - the temporary nature of a lot of physical places

and spaces shoots the project of producing locality through

22. Lim, William S. W. Asian Ethical Urbanism.
Singapore: World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte.
Ltd., 2005. -"traditional Asian cities do not have
one centre, but consists of a series of focal
events ... while the western approach assumes
a centric subject gazing upon a centric object
distanced and exposed in a universal space, the
Chinese approach involves a subject submerging
and moving in the landscape.' ... It is my opin-
ion therefore that Asia may be more receptive to
the concept of post-planning -- a system that
embraces multiple, complex and hybridized cen-
ters, which may strategically converge." (32).
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with a constant under-text of anxiety. This anxiety is fre-

quently articulated in collective forms, such as ethnic vio-

lence ... "23

That these sorts of spaces (both Literal and figuratively) ex-

ist is itself indicative of problems of surrounding equity and

access. What is constructive about these spaces, however,

is exactly what Appadurai describes in his work, "Moder-

nity at Large," - that is, their potential for supporting the

production of Locality. These practices which he describes,

operate between the poles of the legal and illegal market

practice, but in many ways, sustain the gap created by the

new found wealth of the emergent economies of these bur-

geoning global cities. The bazaar, in the locus of Mumbai's

pre-IT economy, supported the immigration of rural popu-

Lations into the city, and acted as a machine to "make the

rural migrant an urban person."2' In this sense, the bazaar

is not just a spatial type, but an operative phenomenon, that

occupies a discursive space between the urban present and

its imagined future, and so is an armature for the produc-

tion of Locality, as well as its own spatial practice. This is

well illustrated by the grey market trade of computer com-

ponents and technical manuals. The sale and distribution

of recycled computer parts, pirated software, communica-

tion devices, etc, has created its own highly productive and

contested economic domain within India's grey market sec-

tor. "Electronic Bazaars" have emerged in DeLhi, selling pi-

rated and refurbished computer goods to locals, affording

a Level of exposure to those assets customarily privy to the

"first world" economy - assets that both marginalized and

middle-class populations would not otherwise have access
to. The tension these electronic bazaars provoke also be-

Lays their ambiguous role in the eyes of various national-
ist, technocratic, and financial groups, for while these sorts



of illegal transactions might on one hand devalue or sub-

vert legitimate legal markets, or access to WTO funds, they

concurrently create a space where the fruits of the modern

techno-economy are distributed to marginalized popula-

tions. The expertise in trade skills that this creates (the

formation of a tech-savvy workforce from what was previ-

ously unskilled labor) creates new opportunities for market

growth, for both legitimate and illegitimate electronic ven-

tures. Much like the "traditional" bazaar provided a cost-

of-living buffer against high Land values by providing ac-

cess to low-cost consumer goods, electronic bazaars, and

the trade and finance networks they engender, provide the

formal sector with a renewed workforce, and thereby nar-

row the knowledge gap created by the influx of new mar-

ket demands. This system has been Labeled a "bottom-up

project of modernization" - a project that rather than be-

ing a reflexive program towards societal progress, has to

do with the provision of access, speed, and empowerment.

Ravi Sundaram Labels these practices as "Pirate Moderni-

ties" and writes:

"Recycling practices' claim to modernity relies ... on an en-

gagement with speed ... consider the practice of speed in a

Third World country like India, where both the given-ness of

access and the purchase of processing power do not exist ...

they have to be created, partly through developing new tech-

niques and partly through breaking the laws of global elec-

tronic capital ... Unknown to many of us who lived through

the decade, the urban arrived in India in the 1990s ... In the

midst of all this a pirate electronic space speaking to the

new phone, television and communication cultures that of-

fer a new mobility and employment to thousands in the grey

economy."25

25. Sundaram, Ravi. "Recycling Modernity: Pi-
rate Electronic Cultures in India" from Abbas,
Ackbar and Erni, John Nguyet (ed) International-
izing Cultural Studies: An Anthology. Blackwell
Publishing: Maiden MA, 2005 pg 47.



26. PCOs or "Public Call Offices" are a ubiqui-
tous sight in every major Indian city. In a so-
ciety where almost42 percent of the population
is illiterate, these PCOs act as intermediaries,
providing telephone, fax, letter writing, and as of
late, email and electronic communication ser-
vices. These stations have been vital in not only
providing a broader range of access to commu-
nications and the economic opportunities they
afford, but also in creating a demand within the
unskilled labor force for computer and telecom-
munications literacy.

27. In the 1860s, Alfred Ely Beach funded and
built, in secret, an air powered subway under-
neath what is now Broadway, in Ney York City.
Due to budget setbacks, however, the project
was cut.

Current Trends

These pirate modernities, in addition to acting as intermedi-
aries between the modernized "global' and transitioning "lo-
cal" spheres, serve also as conduits for the provision of the
physical infrastructure necessary for local communications
systems, primarily in the form of non-legal cable television
networks and PCO stations26 as well as finance systems
such as informal credit networks which support the con-
sumption of small scale consumer goods. In more classical
Marxist terms, these "petty-commodity-producers" are in
fact vital to the proliferation of informal infrastructural net-
works, and in many ways, mirror late 19h century practices
of secretive private investment in what had the potential to
become legitimate and essential public infrastructure.27

The balance between the formal and the informal that has
sustained Mumbai is now under threat by several factors.
Two major factors include private predatory development
spurred by the city's newfound wealth, as well as a lack of
public infrastructure in place which could ease the transi-
tioning informal sector's increasing need for a technically
skilled labor base. Both of these issues could be addressed
if Mumbai were to adopt a clear, visionary stance on its de-
velopment, but as the case is, not only is there no such vi-
sion, but neither is there an agency within the city that might
oversee its implementation.

First, the lack of a strong central planning directive in Mum-
bai has cleared the way for predatory speculative develop-
ment to shape the space of the city. These developments
repeat the failed patterns of urban "redevelopment" by
clearing out migrant settlements for the creation of en-
claves which cater to the tastes of the nouveau-riche and



upper-middle class. Displaced workers are then scattered

both to the fringes of the city as well as increasingly mar-

ginal spaces within its core, away from former places of

work. That this development can be passed off as "rede-

velopment" illustrates a fundamental ignorance regarding

the hinged relationship between economic production and

private habitation. These patterns of self-destructive devel-

opment pose a tangible threat to Mumbai in their disregard

for the city's economic and civic obligations.

Second, the new informal economy (as opposed to the 'for-

mal' technical economy) requires from its labor force basic

levels of education, literacy, and technical skill. The lack of

adult educational services, literacy programs, or vocational

training makes it difficult for migrants to transition between

economies. This has already affected rural-urban migration

levels, which have declined over recent years.28 While this

decline may seem to be a relief on the city's already over-

stressed infrastructural network, its causation is indicative

of other urban problems.

The combined factors of self-destructive development and

the lack of public vocational infrastructure do not bode well

for the city's economic outlook. Mumbai has sustained itself

thanks in large part to the output of migrant labor in the in-

formal sector, but white ehmployment and production levels

are currently rising, given the continued cannibalization of

the informal sector in the spirit of "redevelopment," Mum-

bai will face high levels of unemployment in the future.2 9 In

addition, the continued displacement of these settlements

disrupts the potential for the technical and consumer in-

frastructural groundwork they provide within their local do-

main.

28. Parasuraman, S. "Uncovering the Myth of
Urban Development in Mumbai." Urban Age In-
dia Conference: November 2007.

29. "Empirical evidence suggests that the
profile of the emerging informal sector will be
different from the recent past, experiencing a
degree of formalisation resulting from regular
forms of employment. Employers and entrepre-
neurs seeking to take advantage of increasingly
global markets have come to recognise that
they would loose their competitive edge un-
less they standardise their products to meet
the specifications of the customers and re-
spect delivery schedules. As a result, they are
seeking to establish a degree of 'formalisation
within the informal sector'. Most of the rapidly
growing businesses in Indian cities engaged in
small-scale manufacturing, trade, commerce
and finance that have direct or indirect global
linkages are beginning to employ workers on a
more regular basis. Furthermore, professionals
working in global businesses, who work long
hours, are increasingly searching for higher lev-
els of certainty in their living arrangements in
order to meet the demanding job requirements.
As a result, domestic help and other supporting
household services are likely to follow a similar
process of regularisation.
This process of 'formal informalisation' has
several other implications. Many of the rural
migrants, lacking in basic levels of literacy,
communication skills or market awareness will
find it increasingly difficult to get a foothold in
the more demanding urban job market. Conse-
quently, urban India faces a paradox. Despite
unprecedented growth in employment, it will
continue to experience high levels of unemploy-
ment in the future, especially at the heart of its
cities." Kundu, Amitabh. "The Future of Indian
Cities" Urban Age India Conference: November
2007.



The Bazaar as an
Urbanizing Infrastructure

30. Sundaram, Ravi. "Beyand the Nationalist
Panopticaon: the Experience of Cyberpublics in
India." (3)

The project of the state towards modernity, in the context
of India's history as an independent nation, requires some
discussion in order to form a complete picture of the com-
plex relationship between technology, the state, and the Lo-
cal production of space. First, certain facts must be taken
into account in order to construct this relational model.
The first of these is that India, in the international eye, is
for the most part a peripheral society, enduring not only
staggeringly low Literacy rates, but also some of the lowest
access rates to electricity and other public utilities, much
less more advanced communication technologies (popula-
tions living in cities are afforded a much higher saturation
rate, of course). The second factor is the perception of sci-
ence and technology in the cultural eye. Contrasted to the
West, there has been effectively no tradition of science fic-
tion or "cyberpunk" in the Indian context. While this may
seem trivial, it lends credence to the fact that technological
advancement and the questions it has seeded in the cul-
tural and social imaginaries of "First World" settings simply
do not exist in the same form in India. Rather, science and
technology have historically taken on state-sponsored and
social-realist forms. With the growing distance between the
state and its peoples since the nation's founding in 1947, the
perception of technology (and modernity) in existing cultural
communities has been mostly ambivalent.30

However, the increasing number of migrants to urban cen-
ters such as Mumbai has increased the saturation rate of
telecommunications and media technologies with these
"ambivalent" publics, conflating the experience of the ur-
ban with increased connectedness, albeit, in virtual modes.
This also describes the fecundity electronic bazaars and
other intermediary urban phenomena have experienced, as
the interface of technology and connectedness has created



avenues for the "overlapping, contested visions of nation

and nationalism""3 1 to take place. This recalls, yet again,

the conflicting vision between the classic Nerhuvian and

Gandhian nationalist symbols - the Dam and the Village. I

speculate that there is, in fact, a third symbol that can medi-

ate between the ideals of Urbanity and Locality, this symbol

being that of the Bazaar.

The Bazaar has typically occupied a space between the poles

of the formal and informal economic spheres within the city.

The transformation of these poles have sustained Mumbai's

development and contributed to its success, despite con-

ditions that would have otherwise significantly crippled its

growth. Mumbai's current surge of economic growth can

be described as the result of two main sectors - the 'for-

mal' sector of information technology and data handling,
and the 'new informal' sectors of small scale manufactur-

ing and trade. The latter accounts for more than 80 percent

of Mumbai's service economy, and employs the urban mi-

grant population as its main labor forces.32 In addition, the

emergent need for simultaneous regularity and flexibility

has been described by Amitabh Kundu as a desire to "estab-

lish a degree of formalization within the informal sector."33

Reciprocally, the labor force for this market has exhibited

the desire for more regularity within this economic system.

Arjun Appadurai describes the practice by the urban poor to

construct the "Illusion of Permanence," 3
4 as a mechanism

to regularize highly irregular life patterns. The recursive re-

occurrence of the desire for "structured informality" - first

with 'traditional" informal economic practices, now with

new technically specialized practices - suggests the forma-

tion of a type of urban project that roots itself within inher-

ent patterns of the socio-economic production of space.

31. Ibid, [4)

32. Parasuraman, S. "Uncovering the Myth of
Urban Development in Mumbai." Urban Age In-
dia Conference: November 2007.

33. Ibid.

34. Appadurai, Arjun. "The Illusion of Perma-
nence" Perspecta 34, The MIT Press: Cambridge,
June 2003.



While the form of the city itself may not seem to differ

greatly from many other Asian cities in terms of its Levels

of poverty, infrastructural development, and disparity be-

tween social classes, the spatial practices and aspirations

of its citizens hint at the formation of a potential form which

might accommodate such factors. Much like the skyscraper

has been labeled as the apotheosis of the formal realization

of Manhattanism (the "culture of congestion" of Koolhaas)

such might be the case with an as yet unrealized urban form

in Mumbai. The signs of a new project are there, and are

set to conceive a potential formal result given the city's vi-

sion towards the future. Suggested by the variables at play

in the Indian context, my thesis is that this project, rather

than taking the form of a singular building, takes the form

of an Urban Project which evolves the notion of the bazaar

as both an urbanizing/modernizing machine, as well as a

urban armature which provides for the possibility of a con-

structive, discursive exchange between the formal and in-

formal agents within the city. The departure point for this

speculation stems from the positing of Mumbai's colonial

infrastructure as an armature that "structured informality"

- organizing a system of tactical interventions of economy

and inhabitation which activated the incorporation of mi-

grant populations into the urban public sphere. This is not

an endorsement of identity through consumption however.

While Marxism devalued circuits of exchange (usually con-

sumer exchange] as a generator of false-needs, the Indian

case, with its conflation of spaces of production and inhabi-

tation, presents a different dynamic.

35. Sundaram, Ravi. "Recycling Modernity: "... many of the critics of globalization, by focusing on the
Pirate Electronic Cultures in India" from Abbas,
Ackbar and Erni, John Nguyet (ed) International- elite consumption spaces, tended to miss out on the pro-
izing Cultural Studies: An Anthology. Blackwell found transformations that were taking place in daily life in
Publishing: Maiden MA. 2005 (49). cities and towns .cities and towns ...,35



The recursive pattern of recycling and appropriation, in the

city's post-colonial urban development and in its transi-

tional informal economies could yield source material for

conceiving of an new symbol for progress and, in its new

imagination, equity If the bazaar can be conceived as the

spatial manifestation of the discursive relationship between

Mumbai's economic spheres, imagined territories, and glo-

balizing aspirations, what kinds of permutations of this ur-

ban device could assist in the formation of a new urban proj-
ect? Taking an example from the economic history of first

world cities, Saskia Sassen has described the emergence

cities as the result of their history of specialized knowledge,

and how the specificities of urban development have con-

tributed to their economic sustainability.36 Could Mumbai,
realizing the potential within the energy of the bazaar, capi-

talize on this embedded urban phenomenon to formulate its

own unique identity within the global market? As a form of

pluralist tactical intervention within a larger ordering sys-

tem, the bazaar holds significant potential in imagining an

urban project which engages the city's public sphere and

civic identity.

36. "It was Chicago's past as a massive agro-
industrial complex that gave it some of its core
and distinctive knowledge economy compo-
nents. The city's economic history has made it
the leading global futures financial centre and
global provider of specialized services for han-
dling heavy industry ...
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Design Problem

Mumbai's Eastern
Waterfront

Mumbai's greatest geographic asset could easily be said

to be its waterfront. While the narrow peninsula has the

dubious privilege of having some of the lowest open space

per capita values in the world, the city boasts Lengthy water-

front. Mumbai's Eastern Waterfront makes up roughly 14.5

kilometers of this total. Once the bustling coastal interface

for Mumbai's industrial economy, the original activities of

the waterfront have since dwindled with the transition of

the city into a post-industrial economic profile. Of the more

than 7.3 square kilometers that make up the total area of the

land, only 50 percent is used for port activities, the centers

of which have largely shifted away from Mumbai to offshore

ports. This is largely due to the increasing size and depth

of freighters, most of which cannot afford to port at Mumbai

simply because of the Lack of sea depth of the harbor. What

once was ideal port geography in the colonial and industrial

era is now becoming obsolete, and will only continue to shift

in such a direction with greater rapidity.

This raises the question of what to do with the Waterfront.

It is without a doubt that in a city as pressed for space as

Mumbai, that development of the Waterfront will be inevita-

ble. Such a great expanse of land, holding such astronomi-

cally high monetary value simply cannot be unused forever.

Privatization of the lands to separate developers is almost

certain, given the pattern of growth of the city and especially

given the trend started with Mumbai's other post-industrial

sector commonly referred to as the Mill Lands.

I propose that a scheme to redevelop the Eastern Waterfront

should be taken as an opportunity by the public policy mak-
ers of Mumbai to address many of the cities critical needs,
while exercising its desires for a modern "imageability"

(Lynch). Currently the length of the waterfront is largely
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inaccessible, and with only a scant 6% of its land holdings

under reservation by the Bombay Municipal Corporation

(BMC) for public use. In order for this landscape to open up,

the first measure must be to actively relocate and consoli-

date heavy industrial uses; for example, many of the ports

shipping container storage spaces are spread out over the

length of the waterfront - these activities could easily be

consolidated at one point along the waterfront, and could

act as an overflow reserve for the larger area's shipping

activity, as more of this container traffic moves to offshore

and offsite locations. Industrial sectors of the waterfront

belonging to petro-chemical ventures (such as Hindustan

Lever's holdings in the north) could be given incentives to

relocate their sites, as many of these sectors have been sit-

ed near delicate environmental settings defined by mudflats

and mangrove trees. An alternative to relocation could be

the provision that these industrial ventures serve as stew-

ards for the environments they are adjacent to, and in turn

should be responsible for the creation of pockets of public

space for which these coastal wetlands be appreciated as a

public amenity. The portions of the waterfront inhabited on

by environmentally hazardous activities such as ship break-

ing could be excised from the landscape, and the former

berths and jetties these activities occupied could become

the sites of transition between a hybrid eco/industrial wa-

terfront landscape to the north and a commercial/residen-

tial waterfront to the south.

A key component of development along the southern end

of the Eastern Waterfront land by extension, the rest of the

waterfront) is a crux site known as the Elphinstone Estate,

which this thesis locates its interventions in. Sited directly

north of the historic Victoria Terminus Rail Station, recently

declared a world heritage site, and located in-between a



figure 2-1.3
The Elphinstone Estate and adjacent dockyards
aerial photography from Google Earth
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thriving residential neighborhood/marketplace and the wa-
terfront, the Elphinstone Estate is one of the few holdings
owned by the Mumbai Port Trust which extend into the resi-

dential fabric of the city. The Estate is primarily the current

site of wholesale distribution and warehousing - most of

which is illegal. Squatter settlements abound, as the side-
walks and peripheries of built form have become the sites

for informal inhabitation. The site boasts an active mar-

ket, made possible through the bustling activity at Masjid
Bunder Train Station, which sits as the border between the

Estate and a thriving Muslim residential community to the
west. An assortment of administrative offices dot the south-

ern end of the Estate. The site's main architectural feature

is the godowns which are in relatively stable condition, and
hold great potential as sites for programmatic reuse.

The Eastern Waterfront could be hugely instrumental in
the transformation and transition of Mumbai's urban image

and social conditions. With so much tension and contesta-

tion surrounding the tight physical spaces of the city, the

more than fourteen kilometers of waterfront land the EWF

constitutes presents an astounding opportunity to catalyze

change.



figure 2-1.4
warehouses become sites for illegal wholesale
industries.photo by author

figure 2-1.5
the Elphinstone Estate is the site fo a variety of
informal usage patterns.
photo by author

figure 2-1.6
Fishing berths on the waterfront.
photo by author
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Topological Precedents Given the city's Vision 2010 imperative, which has taken

Shanghai as a model with respect to its image as a global

city fostering rapid economic and urban growth, and the de-
velopment patterns of other "liberalized" economies within

the Middle East and South Asia, the city should be wary of

conflating architectural iconography with civic success. This

is not to say, however, that external precedents for develop-

ment do not exist, or that they should be shunned in favor

of more nationalist aesthetic or cultural agendas. The op-

erational dynamic exemplified by the bazaar - that of "struc-

tured informality" - has been an ongoing project within the

modern architectural discourse. These projects can all be

understood as permutations of the "strategy/tactic" dialec-

tic described by Michel de Certeau. Within this dialectic,
strategy incorporates the will to structure through the pro-

vision of an overarching order, while the tactic incorporates

the will to sustain itself through the adaptation/subversion

of the given order.

The following examples constitute an incomplete list of

seven interrelated spatial agendas which have topical rel-

evance to the thesis. Upon analysis of the operative strata-

gems and context within which these projects are sited, a

common strand between projects is their creation of orga-

nizing datum across an untapped or unorganized site condi-

tion. These datum are deployed either explicitly (as is the

case with designs of the Metabolists), implicitly (the case of

many works by Manuel Sola Morales), or re-charge exist-

ing site conditions to function as one (as does Cedric Price).

These seven agendas are:

Public Armature: In the Smithson's Berlin Haubstadt proj-
ect (fig-1) and Kenzo Tange's plan for Tokyo Bay (fig-2) there



is an effort to create a formal device which orders public

space while providing an armature to accommodate private

development. Both projects are simultaneously ordering

and indeterminate.

Stretched Program: In Manuel de Sola Morales' design for

a bus station in Leuven (fig-3), the project orders the sur-

rounding public space into a plaza by stretching the minimal

program given in order to create edges as well as facilitate

flows across and around the site. The project is an example

of how formal treatment of program can have a greater area

of effect than just the site's boundaries.

Artificial Ground: In Manuel de Sola Morales' project for

Genoa's port (fig-4), the architect uses the infrastructure

to create multiple promenades and circulation patterns

for both pedestrian and automobile flows. By doubling the

ground, Morales creates public space within the crowded

city.

Old Infrastructure = New Public Structure: Cedric Prices

Potteries Thinkbelt (fig-9, 10) exploits defunct infrastructure

to accommodate new public programming, in the service of

reacting to a local transitioning economy. The creation of

a university along the lines of the old rail tracks is a radi-

cal deployment of programming which not only redefines its

post-industrial skeleton, but also redefines the concept of a

university as well.

Group Form + Linkages: Fumihiko Maki creates connec-

tions between independent objects through composing

physical Linkages and visual proximity (fig-5, 6). Doing this,
the interstitial space between objects is charged, creating

the potential for dynamic shifts in program in between static



nodal anchors.

Programmed Landscape: In their design for Yokohama In-

ternational Ferry Terminal (fig-7, 8) Foreign Office Archi-

tects attempt to create an opportunity for flexible dynamic

programming of open space by manipulating the platform's

surface. Through this manipulation, the built landscape

becomes an indeterminate "open work" which accommo-

dates multiplicity through an overarching formal ordering

technique.

Articulated Connections: In Roberto Collova's project for

Polermo (fig-11) and Vazquez Consuegra's project for Na-

ples (fig-12) both projects create a public linkage by articu-

lating a circulation path with specific nodes of public pro-

gramming. The program is integrated with the circulation

in a manner which conflates the two into one operational

entity.

These seven agendas, when juxtaposed with the organiza-

tional dynamic of the bazaar, serve to both relate it to a larg-

er discourse regarding urban form and the public sphere, as

well as sew the seeds of a renewed agenda for the bazaar.
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figure 2-2.1
the Smithson's Berlin Haupstadt entry
Image from Smithson, Peter and Alison. The
Charged Void: Urbanism. New York, Manacetli
Press Inc, 2001.

figure 2-2.2
Kenzo Tange, Tokyo Bay
Image from Kultermann, Udo (ed). Kenzo Tange
1946-1969 Architecture and Urban Design.
Praeger, 1970.
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figure 2-2.3
Manuel de Sola Morales, Train Station, Leuven
Image From De Sola-Morales, Manuel. Manuel
de Sola Morales: A Matter of Things. Rotterdam,
NAi Publishers, 2008.

figure 2-2.4
Manuel de Sola Morales, infrastructure, Genoa
Image From De Sola-Morales, Manuel. Manuel
de Sola Morales: A Matter of Things. Rotterdam,
NAi Publishers, 2008.

figure 2-2.5
Cedric Price, Potteries' Thinkbelt
Image from Price, Cedric. Cedric Price - The
Square Book. London: Academy Press 2003.
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figure 2-2.6
Cedric Price, Potteries' Thinkbelt
Image from Price, Cedric. Cedric Price - The
Square Book. London: Academy Press 2003. i; ~irl-
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figure 2-2.7
Fumihiko Maki, University study
Image from Maki, Fumihiko, Investigations on
Collective Form. St. Louis: School of Architec-
ture. Washington University, 1964.

figure 2-2.8
Fumihiko Maki, Retail Study
Image from Maki, Fumihiko, Investigations on
Collective Form. St. Louis: School of Architec-
ture, Washington University, 1964.

figure 2-2.9
Foreign Office Architects, Yokohama Pier
Terminal
Image from Sakamoto, Tomoko [ed]. The Yokha-
ma Project. Barcelona, Actar 2003.
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figure 2-2.10
Roberto Collova, Pollermo
Image From De Sola-Morales, Manuel. Manuel
de Sola Morales: A Matter of Things. Rotterdam,
NAi Publishers, 2008.

figure 2-2.11
Vazquez Consuegra, Naples
Image From De Sola-Morates, Manuel. Manuel
de Sola Morales: A Matter of Things. Rotterdam,
NAi Publishers, 2008.









Speculations

Grain is the Critical Factor

1. Lynch, Kevin. Good City Form. Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1981 (267].

1.Bhabha, Homi, "Culture's in Between," in David
Bennett, ed., Multicultural States: Rethinking
Difference and Identity. London: Routledge,
1998 (34].

"Whatever the value choice, the grain of residence is clearly

a critical feature of any city."'

- Kevin Lynch, Good City Form

Homi Bhabha states that "Hybrid communities find their

voice in a dialectic that does not seek cultural supremacy or

sovereignty. They deploy the partial culture from which they

emerge to construct visions of community, and versions of

historic memory, that give narrative form to the minority po-

sitions they occupy: the outside of the inside: the part in the

whole."2 While, Bhabha's words are in some ways utopic,
they do hint at the formation of an ideal which takes into ac-

count the very real aspects of adjacency, density, and struc-

ture, foundational to the conceptualization of new strategies

of urban development. "New" in this sense does not exclu-

sively refer to the revolutionary (although it does not eschew

it) but rather, to postulating a counterpoint to the tired pat-

terns of development typical to commercial development in

rapidly "globalizing" cities. Furthermore, the recursive re-

occurrence of the desire for "structured informality" - first

with the Indian bazaar, now with the new technically spe-

cialized informal sector - suggests the formation of a type

of urban project that has its roots in the cultural production

of space and economy. The unique circumstances of Mum-

bai's urban condition, its density, geography, and develop-

ment, suggest mining avenues of urban discourse that can

address these particularities, specifically, how can norma-

tive models of urban analysis and development be shifted to

better address Mumbai's needs and desires?

My proposal is that the first step to addressing these par-
ticularities is by interrogating the concept of "urban grain,"
particularly, what characteristics of grain current trends in
Mumbai's urban development exhibits, both in terms of new



private and informal development.

Secondly, how might grain by adjusted and permuted in

such ways that produce constructive tactical collisions be-

tween different socio-economic publics that actively engage

these encounters rather than not - for in the interest of fos-

tering an ideal of urban transformation and modernization,

simply leaving these encounters to proliferate and organize

themselves can only lead to continued tensions regarding

public space and its complete appropriation by informal

economies and housing.

Third, how can the idea of graining be extended to the ar-

chitectural scale - that is - are there ways for commercial

program to enfold within itself spaces for the pressing pub-

lic needs of the city to be addressed? Given the extensive

private-public partnerships that take place in the develop-

ment of infrastructure, could commercial development be

conceived of as its own form of public infrastructure, and as

such take on a new dialectical role in the process of Indian

urban transformation?

Kevin Lynch describes the concept of grain as "the grain of

a settlement is another fundamental feature of its texture, a

feature often confounded with density. By grain I mean the

way in which the various different elements of a settlement

are mixed together in space. These elements may be activi-

ties, building types, persons, or other features."3

I would like to add to this by saying that required for the suc-

cessful mixing of different urban grain types (activities, resi-

dential income groups, etc) are what I term 'active datums."

By active datums I refer to Ananya Roy's characterization of

--__- _J:-- - ---

figure 3-1.1
examples of grain (from top left clockwise]
sharp, coarse / blurred, coarse / sharp, fine /
blurred, fine
drawing by author

Addressing Critical
Adjacency

1. Lynch, Kevin. Good City Form. Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1981 (265).



4. Roy. Ananya. "The Reverse Side of the World:
Identity, Space, and Power," in Nezar AlSayyad,
ed., Hybrid Urbanism: on the Identity Discourse
and the Built Environment. Westport, CT: Prae-
ger (240).

hybrid space as 'fluid spaces with nodes of articulations, the

spatio-temporal points at which the pure and authentic are

distilled from amidst cultural corruptions."' In an environ-

ment as highly contested and varied as Mumbai's urban fab-

ric, the Lack of these datums is apparent in the increasingly

common sight of "gated communities" offering enclaves of

civility amidst the chaos of the city. The sad fact of the mat-

ter is, that the space these enclaves consume in the middle

of the dense city is a luxury that scoffs at the spatial inequi-

ties taking place, and are as well poor representations of

architectural and urban models grafted from European set-

tings.

I here invoke again the concept of the bazaar as a topologi-

cal Locus for hybridity in commercial development. Origi-

nally, the bazaar was an extension of the 'village republic'

within the new order of the urban, and was activated by sev-

eral datums of consisting of transportation, trade, and ac-

cess. In fact, it could be said that the bazaar was more of a

network than a singular node, as a zoomed out perspective

of its operations reveal its several focal points both in the

villages that supplied its goods, as well as the cities where

these goods were then distributed. The network of the ba-

zaar created fixed points of economy linked together via

figure 3-1.2
diagram of the early bazaar network
drawing by author
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trade lines which would become the precursors to modern

infrastructural corridors.

This concept of grain + datum quintessentially captures the

essence of Critical Adjacency in urban form. What design

moves can be executed which take mixed use development

and turn them into truly hybrid environments?

What follows are excursions into speculating just what these

design moves might be given the context of the Eastern Wa-

terfront and the Elphinstone Estate.
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The activation of the ELphinstone Estate takes place
through the creation of a new commuter ferry linkage
bridging Navi Mumbai (6), as well as the rest of the eastern
waterfront, to the site. The creation of a new, extended
Masjid Bunder Station (1) anticipates the increased traf-
fic flow created by this new transportation linkage. The
pedestrian traffic flow created by passengers going to and
coming from Navi Mumbai creates an active datum across
the width of the site, and becomes the backbone for tem-
porary and future programming (3,4). Additional access
into this new district is provided via larger platform access
points (2) which also serve community functions such as
storage, trade, and public space.
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The potentials of working within the current graining pat-

terns of the city are what present the greatest promise

in pushing the concept of the structured insertion of the

informal within the order of the formal to create tactical

collisions between multiple socio-economic publics. The

hope is that these collisions can help in fostering a process

of modernization and social transition from the bottom up,

while concurrently allowing for larger scales of develop-

ment that answer to broader economic and commercial

interests. The potential for successful critical adjacency

hinges less upon the complete restructuring of a place, and

more about positing that the system can recalibrate exist-

ing elements and agitate encounters of the public without

altering its capitalist aspirations or dependencies.

Four filters were used in the conceptualization of different

patterns of the permutation of the urban grain: built form,

program, access, and public space. The four permutations

are not intended as literal design proposals but as tactics

for answering to emergent relationships already at work

within Mumbai's urban system.

Filter: Built Form

Edge Condenser: Physical artifacts become the sites of
storage and financial equity, as these buildings serve as
lettable work spaces and storage spaces for displaced
peoples. Working along the concept of trade "incubation"
these buildings serve as a financial means for slum dwell-
ers to buy into the development of the site at a low cost
fixed interest loan.
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Filter: Public Space

Distributed Voids: The creation of marked zones of empti-
ness anticipates their "filling" by informal activities and
dwellings. these landscape gestures inscribe a series of
infrastructural imprints on the ground and delineate circu-
lation corridors through the site, connecting street to alley.
These flexible, "urban rooms" accommodate different uses
that support he community as well as generate the sites
for provisional activities. They are intended to swing be-
tween occupation and emptiness as the city transitions and
its informal networks evolve
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Filter: Program

Field Reprogram: Active Datums created by a reinvest-
ment in transport infrastructure create avenues for reuse
and programmatic change. These infrastructural stimuli
create the impetus for new novel uses that serve short
term and long term needs, inhabiting existing structures
on site. This form of small scale land-banking can help
prepare and transition the site for strategic future redevel-
opment.
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Filter: Access

Field Reprogram: An internal fracturing of redeveloped
parcels creates formal interstices where informal econo-
mies and activities can take root. These new zones create
a pedestrian network within the larger block structure,
which makes space for a flexible distribution of large scale
commercial ventures, and smaller scale mixed use devel-
opments to happen on the internal and external faces of
the blocks. These fractures widen and narrow to create
zones of preferred use, where public spaces and market
spaces can transition into each other.
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Architectural Graining

Given the adjustments and permutation of urban grain to

foster constructive pluralistic environments, might this

same idea of "grain" and "datum" engender a notion of

Critical Adjacency at the architectural scale?

The following shows the translation of various urban needs

and desires, their potential tactical collisions, and finally,

sectional and spatial qualities that culminate in the specu-

Lation of an architectural project - a hybrid project which

combines commercial development types with public

programming.
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establishing need/desires common to different interest groups to counter current trends of enclave building

need: O w itation ergy S

mall shopping

bazaar shopping

public toilets

recreational fields

gyms

public assembly

local energy generation

public news stand

water pumps

cinema

vocational training

public primary schools

private primary schools

subsidized housing

mobile vendors

court building

storage facilities

assembly hall

restaurants

religious structure

repair shops

office work

train stop

adult education

licencing office
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archetypal hotel configuration

ROOMS
example of huttment / market condition

small scale shop

residence ownershipf--j

new reconception .... lobby = market?

how can the notion of temporary housing
be reconcieved?

how can commercialized programming
and public programming be hybridized?

HOTEL

HOUSING

1 WEEK

40 WEEKS



The programmatic focus of the built intervention will be that

of a hybrid hotel / transit housing project. Transit Housing

is temporary housing given over to slum dwellers for tem-

porary inhabitation while their settlements are demolished

and redeveloped. The underlying problem given this model

is that these transit housing "camps" are often located at

the edges of the city, displacing the slum dwellers far from

their original sites of trade and living. This practice violently

disrupts the communal and economic networks intrinsic to

informal economies, and does not humanely respond to the

needs of the displaced. It goes without saying that these

temporary camps often become permanent, as the devel-

opment which has replaced the squatters' settlements only

provides housing for thirty percent of those that lived there

(according to standard SRA models). This leaves many of

those who are displaced to begin new lives at the edges of

the city, creating new slums, and further extending new

suburban enclaves farther out.

This project questions this practice, and instead looks to the

various likely forms of commercial development that might

take place if the waterfront were to be opened up for devel-

opment. The typology of the hotel is examined as a potential

point of entry for hybridizing urban programs. Reconceiving

temporary housing as purely a function of time and amenity,

how might the ideas of temporary housing and hospitality

be collided. Might these ideas be mutually transformative,

creating not only new paradigms for temporary housing as

an extended stay, but as tourism as temporary dwelling?
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Conclusion Mumbai's urban development and continued growth show
that its future relies on how well it addresses the twin is-

sues of equity and density. The urban systems that work

to bridge the gap between slum publics and moderniza-

tion are fundamental to the city's prosperity, as well as the

agencies which oversee (or don't) their integration.

In dealing with a subject as seemingly irresolute as hy-

bridity, I have attempted to ground ideas and theories

surrounding hybrid theory and hybrid environments using

both phenomena such as the bazaar, as well as describing

strategies of formal permutation at the urban as well as

the architectural scale.

This notion of collectivity can extend as well to the realm

of implementation, capitalizing on the current trend of

public-private partnerships in transit infrastructure, and

conceiving of waterfront development as another type of

infrastructure which could serve as an armature for urban

transition, and opportunities to insert measures of equity

into Land development practices which often forget about

the more than 60% of the city's population living in slums.

The formation of an oversight organization responsible for

the development of the Eastern Waterfront would be the

first step in ensuring a measure of collectivity in the design

and development process. While the private side of this

partnership would ideally consist of a variety of land devel-

opers of different sizes, the public aspect of the organiza-

tion should ideally be an entity that in addition to oversee-

ing the development of the EWF, but would continue on to

facilitate the particularities of private development on the

peninsula. This office should evolve to become a mayoral

office, filling the role of leading a city without a mayor to



handle the city's issues. By first functioning as a land de-

velopment office, my hope is that the city's leaders would

make issues surrounding Land development their number

one priority, as so much of Mumbai's future depends on its

land policy.

In this thesis, I have attempted to address these issues

using the formal / spatial language of architecture and

urbanism. My belief is that addressing the physical exigen-

cies of cultural trends regarding inhabitation and economy

can actually spur policy change - that is to say - to en-

sure equity and access, it is possible for design to precede

policy.
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